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An expressive branching time logic is introduced. Its power allows us to describe the local 
structure of the underlying graph of the computation. The logic's linear operators correspond 
to all the relations definable by finite automata nd are able to express the computations i  
the past, in addition to the computations in the future. In particular the logic contains as a 
fragment the ordinary temporal logic of branching time. It is shown that the logic is decidable. 
The proof is based on reduction to the emptiness problem for graph automata. © 1994 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various branching time logics are known from the literature. They provide a use- 
ful formalism for describing the occurrence of events in time, which may be used 
in reasoning about concurrent programs. Most of the logics are restricted to 
describing future events only. However, extending temporal logics with past 
operators might facilitate the analysis of the behavior of programs. In particular, 
past operators help to clarify very important issues of temporal logic such as safety 
and liveness properties, see [ 11 ]. Linear temporal logics with past operators were 
considered in [11, 17], and a branching time logic with past operators was intro- 
duced in [14]. In this paper we study a version of a branching time logic, referred 
to as extended branching time logic and denoted EBTL, whose future and past 
operators are able to describe all the relations definable by finite automata. Thus, all 
standard (and a wide class of non-standard) temporal connectives are expressible in 
EBTL, see Examples 1-4 in the next section. 
The structure of an EBTL model is an infinite rooted directed acyclic graph and 
the logic is powerful enough to express the statements such as "the present state of 
the computation is the root of the model," "the graph of the computation is not 
a tree," etc., see Examples 5 and 6 in the next section. We prove that EBTL is 
decidable. For this we show that some representative class of its models is definable 
by graph automata. 
Using tree automata for investigating temporal logics is a well-known technique; 
see [13, 21]. Our novel approach of this technique is as follows. We use deter- 
ministic Bfichi automata "running from a node to infinity" on infinite paths in a 
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graph to describe the future part of the underlying theory and finite automata 
"running from a node to the root" to describe the past part of the theory. Then we 
combine those runs into a run of a graph automaton [8]. This allows us to reduce 
the satisfiability problem for EBTL to the emptiness problem for graph automata, 
which is decidable. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we define the syntax and 
semantics of EBTL and give some examples. In Section 3 we show that the path 
formulas of EBTL are definable by various kinds of finite automata. Section 4 
contains the definition of graph automata nd statements of their properties. In 
Section 5 we prove that a satisfiable formula has a model of a bounded branching 
degree, and in Section 6 we show that the set of all fixed branching degree models 
for a given formula is definable by a graph automaton. Thus, the decidability of 
EBTL is implied by the decidability of the emptiness problem for graph automata. 
Sections 7 and 8 contain the proofs of some technical results concerning raph 
automata stated in Section 4. In Section 9 we briefly discuss possible extensions of 
EBTL. Finally, in the appendix we compare EBTL with the logic POTL [14]. 
2. THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF EBTL 
As usual, EBTL has two sorts of modalities: path quantifiers and linear temporal 
logic operators along a path. In particular, the linear temporal part of EBTL allows 
all the relations definable by finite automata. 
Formally, to define the syntax we start with a set of propositional letters 
Q1, Q2 ..... Qk ..... Then we define state and path formulas, by induction, as follows: 
1. Each propositional letter is a state formula. 
2. If ~b and ~ are state formulas, then so are ~b A ~ and --l~b. (Other connec- 
tives are used as abbreviations.) 
3. Let ~bl, ~b2, ..., ~bk be state formulas and let L be a regular language over the 
alphabet {0, l f f .  Then L+(~bl, ~b2 ..... ~bk) is a future path formula. The intended 
meaning of L + (~1, ~2, "", ~k) is that there exists a word alO'Z'"an e L such that ~bj 
holds at the ith world of the computation path from the node to infinity if and 
only if the j th  component of ai is 1, j = 1, 2 ..... k, and i = 1, 2, ..., n. Recall that 
0-ie {0, 1} k. 
4. If ~ and 0 are future path formulas, then so are ~/x O and -7 ~. 
5. Let ~b 1, ~2, ..., ¢k be state formulas and let L be a regular language. Then 
L-(~1,  ~2, ..., ¢k) is a past path formula. The intended meaning of L -  (~bl, ~2, ..., Ck) 
is as follows. Let m be the number of vertices on a given path between the node and 
the root. Then there exists a word ax ~r2...am eL such that ~bj. holds at the ith world 
of the computation path if and only if the j th  component of cr i is 1, j = 1, 2 .... , k, 
and i = 1, 2, ..., m. 
6. If ~ and ~b are past path formulas, then so are ~/x ~ and -7 ~. 
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7. If ~b is a path formula (future or past), then V~b and 3~b are state formulas 
which, respectively, say that some path and all paths satisfy ~b. 
We define the semantics accordingly to the above intuitive interpretation. 
A direct graph G is a quadruple (V G, Ec, to, ha), where Va and E a are sets of 
vertices and edges, and tG, ha: Ec ~ Va are the tail and head functions on the set 
of edges, i.e., ta(e) is the tail of the edge e, and ha(e) is the head of e. Simple graphs 
are graphs without parallel edges, i.e., graphs where the pairs (ta(el), ha(el)) and 
(ta(e2), ha(e2)) are distinct for el Ce2. In the above notation h~l(v) and tal(v) 
denote the set of edges entering and exiting vertex v, respectively. 
A sequence el ,e2,. . . ,e ..... of edges of G is said to be a path (of edges) if 
ha@i) = tG(ei+l). Let v and v' be vertices of G. We say that v' is accessible from v, 
denoted v < v', if there is a path of edges el, e2, ..., en such that ta(e l )= v and 
ha(en) = v'. 
DEFINITION l. A directed acyclic graph G is said to be rooted if there is a vertex 
va s Va, called the root of G, such that all other vertices are accessible from v G, i.e., 
va is the least vertex with respect o <. In particular, hal (va)= (2~. 
DEFINITION 2. A rooted graph G is called admissible if it satisfies the following 
two conditions: 
(i) For each vertex v EVa, the set t~l(v) is nonempty, i.e., G has no maximal 
vertices. 
(ii) For each vertex v~ VG, the set {v'}v,<~ is finite. 
Remark 1. Condition (ii) in Definition 2 allows the use of the following induc- 
tion principle on admissible graphs. Let G be an admissible graph and let E be a set 
of edges of G such that t~l(va) ~_ E, and for any edge e, hsl(tG(e)) ~ E, implies e e E. 
Then E = EG. This principle can be easily proved by induction on the cardinality of 
{V}v< ta(e)" 
An infinite path (of vertices) in an admissible graph G is an infinite sequence 
Vl, v2 .... of vertices for which there exists a path of edges el, e2 .... such that 
1) i = ta(ei). 
A finite path of vertices in an admissible graph G is a finite sequence Va, v2, ..., vn 
of vertices of G for which there exists a path of edges e~, e2 ..... en such that 
Vi= ta (en+ l _ i ) .  
Intuitively, finite paths extend to the future (infinity), and finite paths extend to 
the past (the root). Below we refer to infinite and finite paths as future and past 
ones, respectively. 
A model M is a pair M = (G, a) ,  where G is an admissible simple graph and 
a: VG-*2 (0+=~,2,--- is an assignment for propositional letters. As usual, 2 {Q+=~,2 .... 
denotes the set of all subsets of {Q~}~_~, 2,.... 
DEFINITION 3. Let M= (G, a )  be a model. The satisfiability relation ~M 
between worlds (vertices) and paths in G and state and path formulas, respectively, 
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is defined, by induction, as follows. Let vE Va, ~+ =/.)1, v2 .... ,U  i . . . .  be a future 
path, andrc -=v l ,  v2 .... , vmbeapastpathtovo :  
1. If ¢ is a propositional letter Q, then v ~M ~b if and only if Q e a(v). 
2. If ~b and ~ are state formulas, then v ~M ¢ /~ ~ if and only if v ~M O and 
1) ~M ~], and v ~M -''[ ¢ if and only if v ~}~M ¢. 
3. If L+(~bl, ¢2 ..... Ck) is a future path formula, then re+ ~M 
L+(¢1, ¢2, ..., Obk) if and only if for some n the word o-la2, ..., an defined below 
belongs to L. The j th  component of o-i is 1 if and only if vi ~M Cj, J = 1, 2, ..., k, and 
i = 1, 2 ..... n. Recall that L is a language over {0, 1 }k. 
4. If ¢ and ~ are future path formulas, then rc + ~M ¢ A I]g if and only if 
+ ~M ~b and ~ + ~M ~, and ~ + ~M -7 ¢ if and only if 7c + ~:~M ¢. 
5. If L - (¢1,  ¢2 ..... Ck) is past path formula, then zc- ~ML- (¢ I ,  ¢2 ..... ~b~) if
and only if the word 0-1, cr 2 ..... o~ defined below belongs L. The j th  component of 
ai is 1 if and only if vi ~M Cj, J = 1, 2 ..... k, and i = l, 2, ..., m. Recall that m is the 
length of 7c-. 
6. If ¢ and ~ are past path formulas, then zc ~M ¢ A ~ if and only if 
zc- ~MCand~-  ~M~,and~-  ~M -7 ¢ if and only if ~ ~¢M¢' 
7. If ¢ is a future path path formula, then v ~M ~¢ if and only if there exists 
a future path zc from v such that ~ ~M ¢; and v ~M ~¢ if and only if for all future 
paths ~ from v, rc ~M ¢. 
8. If ¢ is a past path formula, then v ~M ~4 if and only if there exists a path 
from v to vc such that ~ NM ~b; and v ~M V¢ if and only if for all paths rc from 
v to va, ~ ~M~b. 
Let ¢ be a state formula. We say that ¢ is satisfiable if and only if there is a 
model M= (G, a )  and a world ve V~ such that v ~M¢. We say that ¢ is strongly 
satisfiable if and only if there is a model M= (G, a )  such that v~ ~M ~" 
We conclude this section with some examples which demonstrate he expressive 
power of EBTL. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 22={0,1} 2. Then for Lu= {10}* 01, the path formula 
L+(ff, ~) means "¢ until ~," and for Ls = {10}* 01X*, the path formula Ls(¢ ,  ~) 
means "4 since ~." 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 22= { 0, 1}. Then for LN= {01, 11}, the path formula L~(¢)  
means "in the next state ¢," and for Le= {01, 11} X*, the path formula L~(¢)  
means "in the last state ¢." 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X = {0, 1 } and Le = 0"1. Then the path formula L + (~b) means 
"eventually ~b." Since "always in the future" is dual to "eventually," it is definable 
in EBTL as well. In a similar manner we can define the corresponding past 
operators "always in the past" and "previously." 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let 27 = {0, 1 } and L e = (_rZ)* 27027". That is, Le consists of all the 
words over 27 containing 0 at an even position. Then the path formula -nL~+(~b) 
means "in all even states ~b." As it has been shown in [22], this statement is not 
expressible in the classical temporal logic introduced in [6]. Yet it is expressible in 
the logic ETL [22]. It should be pointed out the expressive power of linear part 
of EBTL is weaker than the expressive power of ETL, because the latter allows all 
the expressions definable by Bfichi automata. 
EXAMPLE 5. In this example we show how the strong satisfiability can be 
expressed in terms of the ordinary one. Let S= {0, 1} and L1 = {1}. Then the for- 
mula VLi-l(true), denoted ROOT, means " the current node is the root." It follows 
that ~b is strongly satisfiable if and only if ROOT/x ~b is satisfiable. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let X={0,  1}, L2={l l  }, and L3={111 }. Then the formula 
3L;(true) A 3L3(true ) states that there are paths of two and three vertices from 
the node to the root. Therefore a model satisfying this formula cannot be a tree. 
Example 6 shows that EBTL is not expressible in the propositional dynamic logic 
of Streett [18] because the latter is complete and sound for the class of models 
whose underlying raphs are schemes, i.e., acyclic simple graphs without maximal 
vertices uch that each vertex has exactly one predecessor. 
Remark  2. We can make the future and past parts of Definition 3 more sym- 
metric by replacing its point 5 by the following: 
5'. If L-(~bl, ~2 ..... ~k) is a past path formula, then re- ~ML- (q} I ,  ~2 ..... qkk) 
if and only if for some n ~< m the word al, fi2 ..... fin defined below belongs to L. The 
j th component of ai is 1 if and only if v i ~M ~bj,  = 1, 2 ..... k, and i = 1, 2 .... , n. 
Obviously, the "5'-meaning" of L-(~bl,~b2 .... ,~bk) is equivalent to the 
"5-meaning" of (LZ* ) -  ((~1, q}2 .... , q)k). The expression of point 5 in terms of 5' is 
less straightforward. Let Lz={ l l}_{0 ,1}* .  Then g--n L2(truth), denoted 
ROOT', "5'-expresses" the fact that the current node is the root of the graph. Now 
for a language L over {0, 1} k we define the language L' over {0, 1} TM by 
L '=  {(0"1, 0), (02, 0), ..., ( f in - l ,  0), (fin, 1): f i l ,  0"2, "", °'n e L}. 
Then the "5-meaning" of L - (~ l ,  q~2 ..... q~k) is equivalent o the "5'-meaning" of 
L'-(~bl, q~2 ..... q~k, ROOT'). 
3. DEFINABILITY OF PATH FORMULAS BY FINITE AUTOMATA 
In this section we show that path formulas of EBTL are definable by various 
types of finite automata. 
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PROPOSITION 1. For every past path formula O(OJ, 02, ..., $k) there exists a finite 
automaton A over {0, 1} k such that for each model M= (G,a )  and each path 
n=v l ,  v2 .... , vmfrom vl to vG, ~z ~MO if and only if the word ala2, ..., a,~ defined 
below is accepted by A. The jth component of ai is 1 if and only if vi ~ ,  ()j, 
j= l ,  2,... ,k, and i= l, 2 .... ,m. 
Proof The result immediately follows from the closure of regular languages 
under boolean operations. | 
In order to state an analogous result for future path formulas we first recall the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 4. A deterministic Biichi automaton is a system A = (S,  s, Z', 6, F ) ,  
where S is a finite set of states, s ~ S is the initial state, S is a finite alphabet, 6 is 
a transition function from Sx  S into S, and F__. S is a set of designated states. 
Let a=o-1,  a2, ... be an infinite word over 2:. A run of A on a is an infinite 
sequence of states So, Sa, s2 ..... s~ .... such that So =s  and s i=  6(s~ 1, a~), i= 1, 2, .... 
We say that A accepts a, if for infinitely many i, s~ E F. The set of all words accep- 
ted by A is denoted by L(A). 
PROPOSITION 2. For every future path formula (~(01, 02 ..... Ok) there exists a 
deterministic Biichi automaton A over {0, 1} ~ such that for each model M= ( G, a)  
and each future path rc = Vl, v2 ..... vi .... in G, 7z ~M 0 if and only if the infinite word 
tr l a 2, ..., a i .... defined below is accepted by A. The j th component of ~r i is 1 if and only 
if Vi~M(@ j= l, 2,...,k, and i= l, 2,.... 
For  the proof  of Proposit ion 2 we need some preliminary results. 
DEFINITION 5. Let A, t~, and So, sl, s2 . . . .  , si .... be as in Definition 4. We say that 
A finitely accepts ~, if for some i, si ~ F; and we say that A co-finitely accepts t~, if 
for all i, si e F. The sets of words finitely and co-finitely accepted by A are denoted 
by LI(A ) and Lc(A), respectively. 
L~MMA 1. Finitely acceptable and co-finitely acceptable sets of infinite words are 
accepted by deterministic Biichi automata. 
Proof Let A = (S,  s, 2;, 6, F )  be a determinstic Biichi automaton. Consider a 
deterministic Biichi automaton Af= (S' ,  s, S, 6y, {q}),  where q is a new state, 
S '=Std{q},  and 6f :S 'xZ~S'  is defined as follows. For  aeS,  6y(t ,a)=q, if 
t e Fu  {q}, and 6y(t, a) = 6(t, ~), otherwise. Then Lf(A) = L(Af). 
Now consider a deterministic Biichi automaton Ac = (S' ,  s, Z, 6 c, F) ,  where S'  
is as above, and 6c:S'x27--*S'  is defined as follows. For  cre2~, 6c(t,a)=q, if 
t • (S -  F) w {q}, and 6c(t, a) = ~(t, cr), otherwise. Then L~(A) = L(Ac). | 
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LEMMA 2. For every future path formula L+((J1, q)2 ..... q~k) there exists a deter- 
ministie Bftehi automaton A over {0, 1} k such that for  each model M= (G, a )  and 
each future path n = vl, v2, ..., vi .... in G, n ~M qk i f  and only i f  the infinite word 
~1a2 ..... ai .... defined below is f initely accepted by A. The j th  component of  a i is l 
i f  and only if  v i ~M q~j, J = 1, 2 .... , k, and i = 1, 2 ..... 
Proof  Let A be a deterministic finite automaton that accepts L. Then A 
considered as a deterministic Bfichi automaton satisfies the property stated in the 
lemma. | 
LEMMA 3. For every future path formula -~L+(~bl, q~2, ..., Ck) there exists a deter- 
ministic Bi~ehi automaton A over {0, 1} ~ such that for  each model M= ( G, a )  and 
each future path n = vl, v2 .... , vi .... in G, n ~M (k i f  and only i f  the infinite word 
al a2 .... , ai .... defined below is co-finitely accepted by A. The j th  component of  cr i is 
1 i f  and only i f  vi ~M fbj, j = 1, 2 ..... k, and i = 1, 2 ..... 
Proof  Let A = (S, s, Z, 6, F )  be a deterministic finite automaton that accepts 
L. Then the deterministic Biichi automaton (S, s, Z, 3, S -F )  satisfies the property 
stated in the lemma. | 
Proof  of  Proposition 2. Let k/i/~j ¢0 be a disjunctive normal form of 
~(~1, ~b2 ..... ¢k), where each ff,j is either of the form L+(¢I ,  ~b2 ..... ~bk) or of the 
form ~L+(¢~, ~2 ..... Ok). By Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, each ~'u is accepted by a deter- 
ministic Biichi automaton. Since the class of languages accepted by a deterministic 
Biichi automata is closed under union and intersection, the result follows. | 
4. GRAPH AUTOMATA 
In this section we recall the definition of graph automata [8] which constitute 
the major technical tool for dealing with EBTL. 
DEFINITION 6. Let Z be a finite alphabet. A X-graph is a pair (G, l), where G 
is an admissible graph and l: Vo ~ X. That is, a Z-graph is an admissible graph 
whose vertices are labeled with Z. 
Remark 3. Let M= (G, a )  be a model, where the range of a is 2 ~01 ..... Qm~. We 
may also consider M as a Z-graph, where X= 2 ~°' ..... Qm) 
DEFINITION 7. A graph automaton is a system A = (S, £, 3 , / ,  F ) ,  where S is 
d a finite set of states, X is a finite alphabet, 3 is a relation on (Un=lSn)×SX 
d d (0n=l S"), I is a relation on Z × ((J,,= ~ sn), where d is a positive integer called the 
degree of  A, and FcS  is a set of designated states. 
The relations 3 and I are called the transition relation and the initial relation, and 
their elements are of the form ([s~ ..... sn]; a; [s] ..... s'~,]) and (a; [sl, ..., s, l ) ,  where 
aeX,  si, sj.~S, i=  l , . . . ,n , j=  l ..... n'. 
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DEFINITION 8. Let A = (S, S, A,/, F )  be a graph automaton, and let (G, l) be 
a S-graph. A run of A on (G, l) is a function p: EG ~ S that satisfies the following 
conditions. 
For each vertex v~ V~-{vc}  there exist a permutation (el .... , en) of h~l(v) 
and a permutation (el .... ,e'n,) of t~l(v) such that ([p(el),...,p(e,)]; l(v); 
[-p(e]) ..... p(e'n,)])~A, and there exists a permutation (el, ..., e,) of tffl(vG) such 
that (l(vG); [p(el)  .... , p(e,)])  E I. 
We say that p is a weakly accepting run of A on (G, I), if for each path of edges 
e~, e2 .... there exists a designated state which appears infinitely often in the 
sequence p(ea), p(e2), ..., and we say that A weakly accepts (G, l), if there exists a 
weakly accepting run of A on (G, l). The set of all S-graphs weakly accepted by a 
graph automaton A is denoted by L~(A) and is called weakly definable. 
DEFINITION 9. Let S and 2?' be finite alphabets and let p: 27 ~ S '  be a function 
from ~ into S'. For a set of X-graphs L the p-projection of L is the set of S'-graphs 
p(L)= {(G, pol): (G, 1)~L),  where o denotes the functional composition. The 
p-cyIindrification of a set of S '  graphs L' is p - I (L ' ) ,  i.e., the largest set of S-graphs 
whose p-projection is L'. 
Our decidability result is based on Theorems 1-4 stated below. Theorems 1 and 
2, which proofs can be found in [8], deal with the closure and decidability proper- 
ties of weakly definable sets, respectively. Theorems 3 and 4, which are proved in 
Section 7 and 8, respectively, are required for the proof of Theorem 6 stating that 
the set of models satisfying a given formula in some marked worlds is weakly 
definable. The theorem is proved by induction on the complexity of a formula, and 
Theorems 3 and 4 are used in the induction step for the case of quentified path 
formulas. 
THEOREM 1. Weakly definable sets of graphs are closed under intersection, projec- 
tion, and cylindrification. 
THEOREM 2. It is decidable whether for a graph automaton A, Lw(A) = ~.  
THEOREM 3. Let A be a deterministic Bfichi automaton over S, and let 
D~(A, d, x, y) (respectively D+(A, d, x, y)) consist of all Sx  {x, y}-graphs 
(G, ll × 12), ll :Va ~ X, I2: Va ~ {x, y), of degree not exceeding d which satisfy the 
following condition. I f  12(v)=x, then for each (respectively some) future path 
Vl, v2, ... from v, the word ll(Vl), ll(v2) .... is accepted by A. Then D~ (A, d, x, y) 
(respectively D~ (A, d, x, y)) is weakly definable. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a finite automaton over S and let D v (A, d, x, y) (respec- 
tively D~ (A, d, x, y) ) consist of all X x {x, y }-graphs (G, ll ×12), II : VG ~ S, 
12: V G --+ (x, y}, of  degree not exceeding d which satisfy the following condition. I f  
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12(v ) =x,  then for each (respectively some) path va, v2, . . . ,  Vm from v to vo, the 
word ll(vl), la(v2) ..... ll(V,~) is accepted by A. Then D~- (A, d, x, y) (respectively 
D;(A,  d, x, y)) is weakly definable. 
5. EXISTENCE OF MODELS OF BOUNDED BRANCHING DEGREE 
As has been mentioned in the Introduction, we reduce the satisfiability problem 
for the formulas of EBTL to the emptiness problem for graph automata. Since a 
graph automaton is able to recognize graphs of fixed bounded branching degree 
only, we need the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let ~ be a state formula. I f  q~ is (strongly) satisfiable, then it is 
(strongly) satisfiable by a model of a bounded egree. 
Proof Let M = (G, a )  be a model, v' ~ V6, and let v' ~M ~b. We obtain a model 
of a bounded branching degree by restricting G to the vertices and paths which 
"participate" in the satisfiability of ~b. Such paths are chosen as follows. For a vertex 
v e V and a quantified path formula ~ define a set #v(~) of ~-markedpaths from v: 
1. Let ~ be of the form 3L-+(q~l,q~2,...,~bn). If v~b,  then #v(O) is a one 
clement set consisting of a path rc from v satisfying L+(~bl, ~bz ..... ~b,). If v N ~b, then 
#v(O) is empty. 
2. Let ~ be of the form VL+(~bl,~b2 ..... ~bn). If v ~¢ ~b, then #~(~) is a one 
element set consisting of a path rc from v such that ~ ~¢ L+(~bl, ~b2 ..... ~b,). If v ~ ~b, 
then #~(~,) is empty. 
Let #~ be the union of all #v(O), where ~ is a quantified path subformula of ~b. 
We define an infinite sequence of sets of paths H1, H2 ..... by induction, as follows. 
Let H1 contain one future path from v c passing through v'. Assume that Hi has 
been defined. Then H i +1 = { #~:v E U ~ ~ n~ rc }, i.e., Hi +1 consists of all marked paths 
passing through a node of a path from H i. 
Consider a model M '= (G', a ') ,  where Vo, consists of all the nodes lying 
on a path of I)~.~ 1Hi, EG, = {e~E" (t~(e), hG(e))~ Vo, x Vo,}; and tG, = t~lEc,, 
ho,=ho[sG,, and a'=aJvo,, are the restrictions of t o, ho, and a to E o and Vo,, 
respectively. It immediately follows by induction on the complexity of ~b that for 
v E VG,, v ~M, ~b if and only if v ~t  ~b. Thus, v' ~ ,  ~b. Obviously the degree of G' 
at vertex v is bounded by the cardinality of #~, if #~ is not empty; and is 1, if #~ 
is empty. Since the cardinality of #~ does not exceed the number of quantified path 
subformulas of ~b, the result follows. | 
Now, in view of Theorem 5, we can try to describe models for EBTL formulas 
by graph automata. However, there is one more obstacle: whereas the underlying 
structure of EBTL models is a simple graph, graph automata lso accept graphs 
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with parallel edges, and it might happen that a non-empty set of graphs definable 
by a graph automaton contains no simple graph. Fortunately, this situation cannot 
occur when dealing with the EBTL models, see Proposition 3 below. In order to 
state the proposition we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 10. A pre-model M is a pair M= (G, a) ,  where G is an admissible 
graph and a: VG~2(ei)~=~,2 .... is an assignment for propositional etters. The 
satisfiability relation for pre-models is defined exactly as that for models, see 
Definition 3. 
PROPOSITION 3. A formula is (strongly) satisfiable in a model of branching degree 
not exceeding d if and only if it is (strongly) satisfiable in a pre-model of branching 
degree nor exceeding d. 
Proof By definition, each model is also a pre-model, and a pre-model becomes 
a model after identifying the parallel edges. I 
6. DEFINABILITY OF MODELS OF BOUNDED BRANCHING DEGREE 
In this section we show that the set of models of bounded branching degree 
satisfying a state formula is weakly definable by a graph automaton. The proof is 
similar to the corresponding proofs in [13,213, but is not straightforward for the 
following reason. When dealing with logics with future operators only, for a for- 
mula ~b, a model M, and a node v in M; we have that v ~M ~b if and only if v ~Mo ~b, 
where M~ is the restriction of M to the nodes greater than or equal to v. However 
in case of logics with past operators we cannot "cut" the model under consideration 
at a given node. In order to mark in some way the nodes satisfying a given formula 
we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 11. A labeled pre-model is a triple (G, a,/~), where (G, a) is a pre- 
model and #= (#2 ..... #k): V~ {0, 1} k. 
Remark 4. Let M= (G, a, #) be a labeled pre-model, where the range of a is 
2~Q, ..... o,~}. Then we can consider M as a 27-graph (G, l), where 27 = 2 {Q1 ..... era} × 
{0,1} k and l=ax#lx  - "x#k:V~.  That is, a :V~2 ~QI ..... Qm), and 
#i: V~--+ {0, 1}, i=1,  2 ..... k. 
We consider labeled pre-models where #i is the characteristic function of the ver- 
tices satisfying some formula, i= 1, 2 ..... k. The formal definition is as follows. For 
state formulas ~bl, ~b 2..... ~b~ whose propositional letters are among Q~, ..., Qm and a 
positive integer d, let M~'(~b~, ~2 . . . .  , ~bk) consist of all labeled pre-models (G, a, #) 
such that the degree of G does not exceed d, a: Va ~ 2 (Q1 ..... em~, and v ~a,  a~ ~b~ if 
and only i f /~(v) = 1. When we prove that M~'(~b~, b 2 ..... ~bk) is weakly definable; 
the decidability result will be implied by Theorems 1 and 2; see Corollaries 1 and 
2 to Theorem 6 below. 
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THZORI~M 6. Let qkl, ~b~, ..., q~ be state formulas whose propositional letters are 
among Q1, Q~ ..... Qm. Then M'~(q~t, qk~, ..., ~)  is weakly definable. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is by induction on the complexity of ~b~, ~2 ..... ~k" Since 
weakly definable sets of graphs are not closed under complement (see [8, 
Section2]), first we convert ~b~s into an equivalent form, where negations can 
appear only with path formulas. 
DnFI~ITIOY 12. We say that a state formula ~b is almost positive if for each its 
state subformula of the form ~,  0 e {Q~, Qz .... }. That is, ~b is (a negation of) a 
propositional letter; or a quantified path formula V/3~(~,  ~ ..... ~,~), where 0~ 
is almost positive, i= 1, 2, ..., k; or a disjunction/conjunction f almost positive 
formulas. 
LEM~A 4. For every state formula (k there exists an almost positive formula ~' 
that is equivalent o q~, i.e., for every model M and for every node v of M, v ~M qk if 
and only if v ~ M ~'. 
Proof We convert ~b into an equivalent almost positive formula q~' by induction, 
as follows. First we put ~b into the disjunction normal form ~/g/~j ~bj such that ~b~ 
is either a (negation of) propositional letter, or (a negation of) a quantified path 
formula V/3~9(~1, ~b 2..... ~Ok), where ~; is almost positive, i= 1, 2 .... , k. If ~b~ is a 
propositional letter or negation of a propositional letter, then it is already 
almost positive. Let ~bji be (a negation of) a quantified path formula 
(-q)V/3O(Ol, ~2 ..... 0k)- By induction hypothesis, we may assume that ~ is 
almost positive, i=1 ,2  ..... k. Then we replace -1V/3~(~,~2 ..... Oh) by 
~/w0(01, 0~, ..., ~) .  I 
Proof of Theorem 6. The proof is by induction on the total number of proposi- 
tional connectives and quantifiers appearing in ~b~,~b2,...,~b k. Let functions 
Pi: 2{°~ ..... Ore) X {0, 1}k--' 2{Q~ ..... Q"} X {0, 1}, i= 1, 2, ..., k, be defined as follows. 
For Q~2 (Q1 ..... Q~) and b=(b l ,b2  ..... b~)E{0,1} k, p i (Q,b)=(Q,b~).  Then 
- - i  m M~(Ol,~b2 ..... ~bk)=0~=lPi (Md(~b,-)), and, by Theorem 1, it suffices to prove 
that M~(~b) is weakly definable. By Lemma4, we may assume that ~b is almost 
positive. 
Let ~b be a propositional letter Q~. Consider a graph automaton AQ~= 
({s}, 2 (Q~ ..... Qm} X {0, 1 }, AO~ , IQ~, {s} ), where the transition and initial relations 
are defined by 
d m )
x{(Q,b) :Q~2(Q~ ..... Qm},b=l, i fQ i~Q;b=O,  i fQiq~Q}x {s}m ; 
=1 
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and 
IQ={(Q,b):Q~2{Q~ ..... e~};b=l, ifQ~Q;b=O, ifQ~(!Q}x {s} m . 
a 
It can be easily verified that M~(~b)= L~(AQ). 
Similarly, if ~b is a negation of propositional letter, i.e., ~b is of the form ~ Q~, 
then M~(~b) is weakly definable by a graph automaton A~e= ({s}, 2 (e~ ..... em~ x
{0, 1},A~Q~,I~Q,, {s}), where 
A_nQi= s m 
1 
x {(Q, b): Qe2  {Q1 ..... Q~);b=OifQ~eQ;b=l, ifQ~(sQ}x {s} m 
1 
and 
Ia={(Q,b):Q62{Q~ ..... e~);b=O, i fQisQ;b=l,  ifQ~q~Q}x {s} m . 
a 
Let ~b be of the form ~ba A ~b 2. By the induction hypothesis, M~(~bl, ~b2) is weakly 
definable. Let a function p: 2 ~Q1 ..... e~} x {0, 1 }2 ~ 2(Q1 ..., era/x {0, 1 } be defined as 
follows. For Qe2 (Q1 ..... Q"} and (b~, b2)e {0, 1} 2, p(Q, bl, b2)= (Q, min{ba, b2}). 
Then M~'(~b)=p(M~(~bl, ~b2)), and the result follows from Theorem 1. 
The case where ~b is the disjunction of ~b 1 and ~b 2is similar to the above. We just 
define p by p(Q, bl, b2) = (Q, max{b1, ha}). 
All the cases of quantified path formulas are treated in the same manner, and we 
consider only the case in which ~b is of the form g0(~bl, ~b2, ..., ~bk), where 
0(~bl, ~2 ..... ~bk) is a future path formula with state formulas ~bl, ~b 2..... ~b k. By 
Proposition 2, there exist deterministic Biichi automata A0 and A To which define 
and -1~, respectively. Consider the functions Pl,P2, and P3 from 2 (QI ..... Qm} × 
{0, 1} ~+I into 2 {Q~ ..... Qm}x {0, 1}, 2 ;Q~ ..... em~x {0, 1} k, and {0, 1} k+a which are 
defined as follows. Let Qe2 (Q~ ..... ~ and b=(b~,bz, . . . ,b~,b~+t)~ {0, 1} ~+a. 
Then pl(Q, b)= (Q, b~+~), p2(Q, b)= (Q, ha, b2, ..., b~), and p3(Q, b) ---b. It can be 
easily verified that 
m --1 m M d(~b)=Pl(P2 (Md((q, q~2, ..., q~k))c~P3~(D+(A~, d, 1, O)nD+(A~o, d, O, 1))). 
Recall that A o and A~¢ are deterministic Biichi automata over ~= {0, 1} k. Since, 
by Theorem 3, D~- (Ao, d, 1, 0) and D~ (A~,,  d, 0, 1) are weakly definable, the 
result follows from the closure properties of weakly definable sets stated in 
Theorem 1. | 
COROLLARY I. The satisfiability problem for EBTL is decidable. 
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Proof Let ~b be a state formula whose propositional etters are among 
Q1, Q2 ..... Qm, d be a bound on model degree given by Theorem 5, let L be the set 
of {0, 1 }-graphs of degree not exceeding d which contain a vertex labeled with 1, 
and let p be the projection from 2 ~QI . . . . .  Qm} x {0, 1} onto the second coordinate. 
Then ~b is satisfiable if and only if M'~(qk)c~p-l(L)¢(g. Obviously, L is weakly 
definable. Therefore, by Theorem 1, M'ff( fk)np- l (L)  is weakly definable as well. 
Since, by Theorem 2, the emptiness problem for weakly definable sets of graphs is 
decidable, the result follows from Proposition 3. | 
COROLLARY 2. The strong satisfiability problem for EBTL is decidable. 
We omit the proof, because it is exactly as that of Corollary 1 with L being the 
set of {0, 1 }-graphs of degree not exceeding d whose root is labeled with 1. 
Remark 5. Since the complexity of the emptiness problem for weakly definable 
sets of graphs is the same as the complexity of the reachability problem for vector 
addition systems, the above decision algorithm requires at least exponential space. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
For the proof of Theorem 3 we need several preliminary results. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a deterministic Bfichi automaton over X and let B(A, x, y) be 
the set of all infinite words (al ,z l) ,  (a2, z2), ... over X× {x, y}, ai~X, z i=x,  y, 
i= 1, 2 .... , which satisfy the following condition. I f  z i=x,  then the infinite word 
o-i, o-i+ 1 .... is accepted by A. Then B(A, x, y) is accepted by a deterministic Bi~chi 
automaton. 
To prove the lemma, for each infinite word (o-1, zO, (o-2, z2),...~B(A,x, y) we 
have to convert, in general, infinitely many accepting runs of A on o-i, o-;+~ ..... 
zi = x, into an accepting run of some deterministic Biichi automaton on o-1, o- 2 ..... 
The crucial observation is that even if the number of runs started prior to some 
symbol is unbounded, the number of different states in which the runs reach that 
symbol is bounded; see [15]. Thus, roughly speaking, all the runs reaching the 
symbol in the same state can be replaced just by one of these runs. This is the 
notion of simultaneous runs introduced in [15]. The formal construction is given 
below. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Let A = (S, s, S, 6, F) .  Consider a deterministic Btichi 
automaton A' = ( S', s', S× { x, y }, 6', F' ) that is defined as follows. 
S' = {(P, Q) ~ 2 s x 2s: P n Q = ~}.  According to the discussion preceding the 
proof, P u Q is the set of all different states of A activated prior to some symbol 
when reaching this symbol. The set P accumulates the states of the automata which 
have not been in a designated state since leaving some symbol, and the set Q 
accumulates the states of the automata which have been in a designated state since 
leaving that symbol. 
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To define the transition function 6' we first extend 6 onto 2Sx 22. The extension, 
also denoted 6, is defined as follows. For P _ S and a ~ 22, 6(P, a) = {6(t, a): t ~ P}. 
Now let (P, Q) ~ S', a ~ Z, and z = x, y. Then 6'((P, Q), (a, z)) = (P', Q'), where P'  
and Q' are defined as follows. 
Let z=x.  If P=~,  then P '=b(Qw {s}, a), and Q'=SZL If P~,  then 
P' = 6(P, o-) - F and Q' = 6(Q u {s}, a) u (6(P, a) n F). Recall that s is the initial 
state of A. 
Let z=y.  If P=~,  then P'=6(Q,a) ,  and Q '=~.  If P¢~,  then P '= 
6(P, a) - F and Q' = 6(Q, a) u (6(P, a) n F). 
It immediately follows from the definition that P'• Q'= 6(Pu Q w {s}, a), if 
z=x,  and P 'uQ'=b(PuQ,  a), if z=y.  Note that if z~=x and P#~,  then 
6(s, ai+l)  is added to the second component of the state. Finally, s '=  (~,  ~) ,  and 
r '={~}×2 s. 
We content that L(A' )= B(A, x, y). First we prove that L(A')c__ B(A, x, y). Let 
(al,Zl),  (a2, z2) .... eL(A') ,  (Po, Qo), (P1, Q1) .... be an accepting run of A' on 
(al,zx), (a2, z2),..., ze=x, and let So, S1 .... be a run of A on ae, a~+l,.... By the 
definition of 6', sje P~+j~ Q~+j, for all j>  i. Since (Po, Qo), (P1, Q~) .... is an accep- 
ting run of A' on (al,  Zl), (a2, z2), ..., there exists a sequence of positive integers 
J~ < J2 < "'" <Jm < "'" such that i<  Jl and P]m = ~,  m = 1, 2 ..... By the definition 
of 6', QJm = ~,  m = 1, 2, .... It follows that for each m = 1, 2 .... that there exists 
J ' ,  J,~ < J "  ~< Jm + 1, such that sj;_ ~ ~ F. Thus, ai, a~ + 1, ... is accepted by A, which 
proves the desired inclusion. 
Next we prove that B(A, x, y)c_L(A'). Let (a~, Zl), (a2, z2) .... ~B(A, x,y) ,  and 
for z~= x let s~.0, s~. a, ... be the accepting run of A on a~, ai+~ ..... Let (Po, Q0), 
(P1, Q J) .... be a run of A' on (a l ,z l ) ,  (a2, z2) ..... Then Po=Qo=~,  and a 
straightforward induction shows that for j > 0 the following holds. If Pj_ 1= ~,  
then Pj={s~, j_~: i<j ,z~=x} and Qj=~;  and if P j - l¢ f f J ,  then Pj={s~,j_,: 
s~. j_ 1 -~ ~ P j -  1 } - F and Qj = {se, j_e: i < j, z~ = x } - Pj. In particular, if Pj_ 1 ¢ ~,  
then the cardinality of Pj does not exceed the cardinality of Pj_ 1. Since for each i 
such that z~ = x the sequence s;. o, s~. ~ .... contains infinitely many designated states, 
the first component of the states in the sequence (P0, Qo), (P1, Qa) .... becomes 
empty infinitely often. That is, (Po, Q0), (P~, Q1) .... is an accepting run of A'. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. I 
LEMMA 6. Let A be a deterministic Bftchi automaton over Z and let F(A, d) be 
the set of all Z-graphs (G, l) of degree not exceeding d such that for each future path 
vl, v2, ... from vG, the infinite word l(vl), l(v2) .... is accepted by A. Then F(A, d) is 
weakly definable. 
For the proof of Lemma 6 we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 13. Let G be an admissible graph. A set of edges D is said to be 
dense in G if each future path from vG contains an edge of D. A dense set C is called 
a cut of G if each future path from v~ contains exactly one edge of C. 
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We say that an edge e lies above a dense set D, denoted D < e, if e ¢ D and there 
is no e' ~D such that he(e)~< tc(e'). For dense sets D 1 and D 2 we say that D 2 lies 
above D1, denoted D1 < D2, if each edge of D2 lies above D1. 
Let A= {S, s, L', 6, F )  be a deterministic Bfichi automaton over 2;" and let 
(G, l) ~ F(A, d). We say that a set of edges D ___ Ec is F-unavoidable if for each future 
path of edges e~, e2 .... from vc and for the accepting run So, Sl, s2 .... of A on 
l(tc(el)), l(tG(e2) ..... there exists an i > 0 such that si ~ F and ei E D. 
LEMMA 7. Let (G, I)~F(A, d) and let C be a cut in G. There exists a finite 
F-unavoidable set D lying above C. 
Proof The set D consists of all edges e which satisfy the following condition. 
There exists a future path of edges el, e2 .... from va such that for the accepting run 
So, sl, s2, ... of A on l(tG(el)), l(tG(e2)) ..... e = ei, where i is the minimal integer such 
that s~ ~ F and ee > C. By the definition of F(A, d), D is F-unavoidable. Since G is 
of finite branching degree, by the K6nig infinity lemma, D is finite. | 
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 6. The proof idea is similar to that lying 
behind the proof of Lemma 5. We have to convert, in general, infinitely many 
accepting runs of A on the future paths from the root of the graph into a weakly 
accepting run of some graph automaton on the graph itself. Like in the proof 
of Lemma 5, we observe that even if the number of runs entering some vertex is 
unbounded, the number of different states in which the runs reach that vertex is 
bounded. Thus, all the runs reaching the symbol in the same state can be replaced 
just by one of these runs. However, we should be careful when we "count" design- 
ated states of the runs entering a vertex in the same state, because we cannot merge 
a run which has not been in a designated state for a "long time" with a run which 
has "recently" been in a designated state. This obstacle is overcome by "counting" 
designated states which appear prior to some cuts in graph, and then reseting the 
counter. The formal construction is given below. 
Proof of Lemma 6. The proof is similar to that of [8, Theorem4].  Let 
A = (S, s, 27, 6, F ) .  Consider a graph automaton A' = (S ' ,  27, A,/,  F '  ) of degree d 
defined by 
S, = 2s×{0. 1,2} 
I=  {(a; E{(a(s, ~), 2)}, {(a(s, rr), 2)} .... , {(a(s, ~r), 2)}])}~.  
The transition relation A consists of all the tuples ([P1 .... , P , ] ,  o-, [P~ .... , P'n,]) 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
1. If all Pi -- S x { 1 }, then for j = 1, 2 ..... n', either 
(i) Pj= {(3(t, rr), 1): (t, 1)a U~=I Pi}, or  
(ii) Pj={( f ( t ,a) ,Z) : ( t ,  1)EU~'=IPi}. 
2. Otherwise, all Pj are equal each to other and consist of all pairs 
(6(t, a), m) such that for some k = 0, 1, 2, (t, k) ~ UT= 1 Pi; and m = 0 if 6(t, rr) ¢ F, 
and m = 1 if 6(t, rr)eF. 
571/49/2-8 
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Note that the first component of the elements of Pj is uniquely defined. 
Moreover, in the latter case, the second component is uniquely defined as well. 
Finally, F '  = 2 s× ~2}. 
We contend that Lw(A')=F(A, d). First we prove that Lw(A')~_F(A, d). Let 
(G, l)~Lw(A'), and let Vl, v2 .... be a future path from vG. We have to show that 
l (Vl)  , I(V2) , ... is accepted by A. Let p be an accepting run of A' on (G, l). Let 
So, S1 .... be the run of A on l(vl), l (v2), ..., and let ei be an edge from vi to 
vi+ 1, i = 1, 2, .... Then, by the definition of A, for any i > 0 there is mi = 0, 1, 2 such 
that (si, mi)~p(ei). Since p is an accepting run of A' on (G, l), there exists a 
sequence of positive integers il < i2 < --- < in < --- such that for all n, mi, = 2. Since 
A' cannot enter a state with the second component 2 without passing a state with 
the second component 1, for all n there exists Jn such that in < jn < in + 1 and sj, ~ F. 
This proves that So, sl, ... is an accepting run of A. 
Conversely, let (G, l)~ F(A, d). We contend that there exists an infinite increasing 
sequence of dense sets 
t~ l (v~)  = C o <D1 < C 1 <D2 < C 2 ( . . .  <D n < C n <Dn+l  < Cn+l  < . . . ,  
such that for each n--  1, 2 .... , Cn is a cut of G and D n is F-unavoidable and finite. 
Since Co is a cut, it suffices to show that for any cut C there exists an 
F-unavoidable finite set D and a cut C' such that C < D < C'. The existence of D 
is provided by Lemma 7, and the existence of C' is provided by [8, Proposition 1]. 
We construct a weakly accepting run p of A on (G, l) by induction on the car- 
dinality of {v}v<tG(e). By the definition o f / ,  p is uniquely defined on Co, and for 
each e ~ Co, p(e)_ S × {2}. Assume that p has been defined up to Cn such that for 
each e~ Cn, p(e)~_Sx {2}. Then p can be extended up to C ,+I ,  by induction, as 
follows. Let edge e lie above Cn and below C n + 1. Assume that p has been defined 
on h~(t~(e)). Then p(e) is uniquely defined by conditions 1(i) and 2 of the defini- 
tion of A. 
Let Vn+l<~ e. We contend that p(e)~_ S × {1}. Assume to the contrary that for 
some t ~ S, p(e) contains (t, 0). Then, by the definition of A, there exists a future 
path of edges el, e2,.., from v~ such that for some i and j, i<j, ei~C,, ej=e,  
and the following holds. Let So, S~,S2 .... be the accepting run of A on 
l(tc(e~)), l(tG(e2)), .... Then for k = i, i + 1 .... , j, sk ¢ F. Since Dn + 1 is F-unavoidable, 
and Dn+l< e (--eft, this is impossible. 
Thus, we can define p on Cn+l by condition l(ii) of the definition of A. This 
completes the definition of p. Since the second components of the elements of the 
run at the edges belonging to the cuts Cn are 2, p is an accepting run, and the 
relation F(A, d) ~_ L~(A') follows. | 
Proof of the "Universal Part" of Theorem 3. By Lemma 5, there exists a deter- 
ministic Biichi automaton A' that accepts B(A,x,y). Since, by definition, 
D+(A, d, x, y) = F(A', d), the result follows from Lemma 6. | 
The proof of the "existential part" is a bit more involved. 
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LEMMA 8. Let P f  be the set of all ({a ,b}x{x,y}) -graphs  of degree 
d(G, l 1 x12), 11: VG--+ {a, b} and 12: Vc ~ {x, y}, which satisfy the following condi- 
tion. I f  12(v) = x, then there exists a future path of vertices vl, v2, v3 .... from v such 
that for all i, ll(Vi)= a. Then P f  is weakly definable. 
Proof Consider a gaph automaton A = (S, {a, b} x {x, y}, A, 1, FS, such that 
S= {s, t} = F. The intended meaning of state t is that a future path of vertices 
labeled with a by ll corresponds to a path of edges labeled with t by the run. 
The initial relation I is the union of I x and Iy which are defined as follows: 
a n - d I~={(a,x)}x(Oa~=l  U,=I {s}'), and 
Iy = {(a, y), (b, y)} x (U~=I {s}"). 
The transition relation A is the union of A x, At, and Ay which are defined as 
follows: 
n d Ax=(Ud=lSn)x{(a,x)}x(Ud=lS -Un=l  {s}n), 
At  (Ud=l  S n d d S n - -  d 
- U.=I {s}~), and = Un=l {S}n) x {(a, y)} x (U.=I 
Ay (U~=l{s}~)x{(a,y),(b,y)} a = x (U .=I  {s}') .  
Note that if a graph belongs to P+ or is accepted by A, then none of the graph ver- 
tices is labeled with (b, x). Also, since F= S, each run of A on a graph is accepting. 
We contend that P~-=Lw(A). Let (G, l~ × 12)~P~. We define a run p of A on 
(G, 11 x/2) by induction on the cardinality of {V}~<tde). 
Let tc (e)=v G. If 11×/2(vc) = (a, x), there exists a future path of vertices 
Vl, v2, v3 .... from v~ such that for all i, ll(Vi)=a. If hG(e)=v2, then p(e)= t. 
Otherwise, p(e)= s. For the induction step, assume that the run has been defined 
for all edges e '~hs l ( tc (e ) )  such that p(e ' )=t  if and only if for some vertex v 
labeled with x by 12, and a future path of vertices Vl, v2, v3, ... from v labeled with 
a by ll, e' connects some vi to vi+ 1 . Let l l x l2 ( ts l (e ) )=(a ,x )  or there exist 
e'ehSl ( t~(e))  such that p(e')=t.  Then there exists a future path of vertices 
vl, v2, v3 .... from he(e) such that for all i, ll(Vi)=a. If h~(e)=v2, then p(e)= t. 
Otherwise, p(e)= s. By the definition of P~-, p is well defined. 
Conversely, let (G, 11xl2)eLw(A), p be a run of A on (G, 11×12), and let 
ll x 12(v)= (a, x). We construct a future path of vertices vl, v2, v3 .... from v such 
that for all i, lx(vg) = a. This path results from the path of edges labeled with t. The 
construction is by induction, as follows. By the definition of I x and A~ there exists 
and edge e e tSl(v) such that p(e)= t and l l(hG(e))= a. We put v2 = h~(e). Assume 
that vi has been defined such that ll(vi) = a and some edge from re_ 1 to v~ is labeled 
with t. By the definition of A t there exists an edge e~ td*(vi) such that p(e)= t and 
ll(h~(e)) = a. We put v,+~= h(e). This completes the induction step. | 
Proof of the "Existential Part" of Theorem 3. Let A be a deterministic Btichi 
automaton over L'. Since the class of languages accepted by deterministic Biichi 
automata is closed under union, there exists a deterministic Btichi automaton A 1 
over {a, b} xS  that accepts {a} xL(A)u  {b} ×S. By Lemma 5, there exists a 
deterministic Biichi automaton A2 such that L(A2)= B(A1, x, y). 
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Let the projection pa:{a ,b}x2;x{x ,y}  be defined by pl(c, tr, z)=(tr, z), 
and let the projection p2:{a ,b}xS ,  x{x ,y}~{a,b}x{x ,y}  be defined by 
p2(c, a, z) = (c, z). Then 
Df  (A, d, x, y) =p l (D  + (A2, d, x, y) c~pfa(Pff )), 
and the result follows from Theorem 1, Lemma 8, and the "universal part" of the 
theorem. | 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3, but much simpler. As in the case of 
Theorem 3, we prove first the "universal part." 
Proof of the "Universal Part" of Theorem 4. Let A = (S, s, N, 6, F )  be a finite 
automaton. We may assume that A is deterministic. First we extend 6 on 2Sx 2;. 
The extension, also denoted 8 is defined as follows. Let P~_S and de2;. 
Then 6(P,~)={6(t ,  cr)}t~ ~. Now consider a graph automaton A'=(2s ,  2;x 
{x, y}, A, I, 2 s )  of degree d defined below. 
The initial relation I is the union of Ix and Iy, where 
/~ = {((~r, x), [P1, P2, ..-, Phi): ~({s} u U~=I P~, a )~F},  and 
Iy = {((or, y), EP1, P2 ..... P , ] ) :  O(Q)n= 1Pi, a) ----- r}.  
The transition relation A is the union of A x and Ay, where 
Ax= {([P, P ..... P],  (a, x), [P~, P2, ..., P , ] ) :  P=6({s} ~ UT=~ Pi, a)}, and 
Ay = {(EP, P, ..., P] ,  (o-, y), EP~, P2, ..., P , ] ) :  P= 6(U7=, Pi, o-)}. 
Note that since all states of A are designated, each run of A on a graph is accepting. 
We contend that L~(A ' )=D~(A,d ,x ,y ) .  First we prove that Lw(A' )~ 
D v (A, d, x, y). Let (G, l 1 x 12) E Lw(A'), v ~ Vc, 12(V) = X, and let vl, v2 .... , v, be a 
path from v to v a. We have to show that l~(vl), la(v2), ..., l~(v,) is accepted by A. 
Let p be a run of A' on (G, l lxl2), and let s0, s~,.., be the run of A on 
ll(vl), 11(v2) .... , ll(v,). Then, by the definition of Ix and A~, for each i= 1, 2 .... , n -  1 
and each edge e from v~ to v~+~, s~Ep(e). It follows from the definition o f / ,  that 
s, e F. Therefore So, sa, ..., s~ is an accepting run of A. 
Conversely, let (G, 11 x 12) ~ D~ (A, d, x, y). For an edge e e Ea, we define p(e) to 
be the set of all states t which satisfy the following condition. For some v )ha(e)  
such that 12(v)=x, there is a path v~, v2 ..... v, from v to va such that for some i, e 
is an edge from v~+a to vg, and for the (accepting) run So, s~ ..... s, of A on l~(Vl), 
11(v2), ..., l,(v~), si = t. It easily follows from the definition of A and/ ,  that p is a run 
of A' on (G, ll x 12). This completes the proof of the "universal part" of the 
theorem. | 
The proof of the "existential part" of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 3. 
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LEMMA 9. Let P a- be the set of all ({a, b} x {x, y} )-graphs (G, 11 x12), 11: VG~ 
{a, b} and 12: V~ ~ {x, y}, which satisfy the following condition. I f  12(v)=x, then 
there exists a path of vertices vl, v2, ..., vn from v to va such that for all i, ll(vi)= a. 
Then P~ is weakly definable. 
Proof Consider a graph automaton A = (S,  {a, b} x {x, y}, A, I, F>, such that 
S= {s, t} =F .  The intended meaning of the state t is that a path of vertices 
labeled with a by ll corresponds to a path of edges labeled with t by the run, 
I=  {(a, x), (a,y), (b,y)} x nU 1= S" . 
The transition relation A is the union of A x, A,, and Ay which are defined as 
follows: 
S ' -  a {s} , )x{(a ,x )}x(U~=lS , ) ,  Ax= (Ud=l Un=l 
d A,=(U~=Isn-u .=,a  {s}.)x{(a,y)}x(U~=ls._u.=, {s}.),an d 
d Z~y = (ud=l {S} n) X {(a, y), (b, y)} x (Un=l {s}n)" 
Note that if a graph belongs to Pa or is accepted by A, then none of the graph 
vertices is labeled with (b, x). Also, since F= S, each run of A on a graph is 
accepting. 
We intend to prove that P ) -= Lw(A ). Let (G, l 1 x 12)e Pa. Consider a mapping 
p: Ec  ~ {s, t} such that for an edge e e EG, p(e)= t, if and only if for some vertex 
v, labeled with x by 12, a path of vertices vl, v2, ..., vn from v to vG labeled with a 
by 11, and for some i = 1, 2 ..... n -  1, e connects vi+ 1 to vi. We contend that p is a 
run of A on (G, 11 x 12). 
By the definition of /, for any permutat ion (el ..... en) of tSl(v6), (l(v~); 
[-p(el) ..... p(e,)])6I.  
Let v e VG - { VG}. Assume that 11 x 12(v) = (a, x). By the definition of Pa there 
exists a path of vertices vj, v2, ..., v, from v to v~ labeled with a by ll, and, by 
definition, the value of p at any of the edges connecting v2 to vl is t. Therefore, 
e ! , , ,~  for all permutat ions (el .... , e,) and ( 1, e;,) of hsl(v) and tSl(v), respectively, 
([-p(el) .... , p(e, ) ] ;  ll x &(v); [p(e] )  .... , p(e'~,)])eA x. 
Assume that 11 x 12(v ) = (a, y) and for some ee  tSl(v), p(e)= t. Therefore, by the 
definition of p, for some vertex v, labeled with x by 12, a path of vertices vl, v2 ..... Vn 
from v to v~ labeled with a by l~, and for some i=  1, 2, ..., n -1 ,  e connects vi+ 1 
(=v)  to vi. It follows that the value of p at all edges from vi+2 to Vi+l is t. 
Therefore, for all permutat ions (el ..... e,) and (el ..... e;,) of h~l(v) and tdl(v), 
respectively, ( [p(e l ) ,  ..., p(e , ) ] ;  ll x 12(v); [p(e]) ,  ..., p(e'n,)])~A,. 
Finally, assume that ll x l2 (v )s  {(a, y), (b, y)} and for all estdl(v) ,  p(e)=s. 
Therefore, by the definition of p, for no vertex v, labeled with x by 12, for no 
path of vertices vl, v2 ..... v, from v to vc, labeled with a by 11, and for no 
i=  1, 2 ..... n -1 ,  e connects ve+l to v;. It follows that the value of p at all edges 
from ha l (v )  is also s. Therefore, for all permutat ions (el, ..., e,) and (el ..... e'n,) of 
h~l(v)  and t~l(v), respectively, ( [p(e l )  , ..., p(e, ) ] ;  11 x lz(v); [p(e~), ..., p(e~n,)])~Ay. 
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Conversely, let (G, l lxl2)~Lw(A), p be a run of A on (G,l lxl2), and let 
ll × 12(v) = (a, x). We construct a path of vertices vl, v2 ..... Vn from v to va such that 
for all i, l l(ve)= a. This path results from the path of edges labeled with t. The 
construction is by induction, as follows. By the definition of A x there exists an edge 
e ~ hSl (v)  such that p(e)= t and l l ( ta(e))= a. We put v 2 = ta(e ). Assume that vi has 
been defined such that ll(vi) = a and some edge from vi to re_ a is labeled with t. By 
the definition of A, there exists an edge e~h~l(v i )  such that p(e)=t  and 
l l(t6(e)) = a. We put V;+l = ta(e). This completes the induction step. | 
Proof of the "Existential Part" of Theorem 4. Let A be a finite automaton 
over 27, and let A 1 be a finite automaton over {a, b} x27 that accepts {a} x 
L(A)~ {b} ×•. 
Let the projection pl: {a, b} x S × {x, y} ~ Z × {x, y) be defined by p~(c, a, z) = 
(o-, z), and the projection P2: {a, b} ×X× {x, y} ~ {a, b} × {x, y} be defined by 
p2(c, a, z) = (c, z). Then 
D~- (A, d, x, y) =pl(Dv- (A~, d, x, y) c~py~(Py)) ,  
and the result follows from Theorem 1, Lemma 8, and the "universal part" of the 
theorem. | 
9. POSSIBLE EXTENSION OF EBTL  
Here we briefly discuss some possible extensions of EBTL. These extensions, till 
remaining decidable, significantly increase the expressive power of the logic. For 
each positive integer n we can add propositional constants c n (c n) stating that the 
node has at most n predecessors ( uccessors). Also for a path formula ~b we can add 
state formulas 3n@ stating that there exist at most n paths satisfying ~b. Denote the 
obtained logic by EBTL*. All results in this paper can be extended for case of 
EBTL* in an obvious manner. 
For example, the EBTL* formul/t 31~b/x ~b, denoted 3! ~b states that there exists 
exactly one path satisfying ~b. Moreover, in EBTL* we can express the fact that a 
formula is satisfied by exactly one node. Let L1 = 0"1, L2 = 0"10"1, and let ROOT 
be the formula from Example 2. Then the formula ROOT ~ (3! L+(~b) A V--qL+ (~b)) 
states that ~b is satisfied by exactly one node of the model. Indeed, the first conjunct 
of its conclusion states that there is exactly one path on which ~b is satisfied, and 
the second conjunct states that ~b is satisfied at most one time in each path. 
APPENDIX: A TRANSLATION OF POTL INTO EBTL 
In this appendix we sketch a translation of the logic POTL [14] into EBTL. 
Also it is shown that POTL is not strong enough to express EBTL. We presume 
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that the reader is acquainted with [9, 18]. First we recall the syntax and semantics 
of POTL. 
In addition to a set of propositional letters Q1, Q2 ..... Qk .... and the usual 
propositional connectives /x and -1, POTL contains the following unary temporal 
operators: 
EX and E J( which stand for "there is an immediate successor" and "there is an 
immediate predecessor," respectively. 
EF and JEff which stand for "there is a forward path on which eventually" and 
"there is a backward path on which eventually," respectively. 
AF and Aft which stand for "on all forward paths eventually" and "on all 
backward path eventually," respectively. 
A POTL model M is a pair M= (G, a) ,  where G is a simple graph, such that 
all its vertices have at least one exiting and at least one entering edge (in particular, 
G has no minimal vertices), and a: Va ~ 2 {Q+=1,2,-- is an assignment for proposi- 
tional letters. The satisfiability relation between the worlds of M (which are vertices 
of G) and POTL formulas is defined, by induction, as follows: 
1. If ¢ is a propositional letter Q, then v ~M ¢ if and only if Q ~ a(v). 
2. v ~M ¢ /k ~/ if and only if v ~M ¢ and v ~M ~1, and v ~M "-] ¢ if and only 
if v ~M¢" 
3. V ~M EX~) if and only if for some v' ehG(tSl(v)), v' ~M¢, and v ~M EX¢ 
if and only if for some v'E tc(h~l(v)), v' ~M ¢" 
4. V ~M EF¢ if and only if for some future path rt from v, there is world v' on 
such that v' ~M ¢, and v ~M E/~¢ if and only if for some past path rt from v, there 
is a world v' on ~ such that v' ~M ¢" 
5. I) ~M AFt) if and only if for all future paths r~ from v, there is a world v' 
on rc such that v' ~M ¢, and v ~M AF¢ if and only if for all past paths rc from v, 
there is a world v' on rc such that v' ~M ¢" 
Similarly to what has been done in [9] for the logic Bo)TL, we can translate 
POTL into the propositional dynamic logic of Streett [18]. Since the last one is 
complete and sound for the class of models whose underlying raphs are schemes; 
see [18], POTL is complete for this class of models as well. We remind the reader 
that a scheme is an acyclic simple graph without maximal vertices uch that all its 
vertices have exactly one predecessor. Thus, by any of Examples 1, 4, 5, or 6, EBTL 
has an expressive power not possessed by POTL. 
In order to describe a possible translation of POTL into EBTL we have to 
simulate schemes by admissible graphs. By Examples 2 and 3, the usual temporal 
operators (ALWAYS IN THE FUTURE) ,  (ALWAYS IN THE PAST),  
(EVENTUALLY) ,  (PREVIOUSLY) ,  (NEXT) ,  and (LAST)  are definable in 
EBTL. Let us fix a new propositional variable c and consider the formula 
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ROOT 
(c/x V (NEXT) (  (ALWAYS IN THE FUTURE) (e)  
v (ALWAYS IN THE FUTURE)( -7  c)) 
/x 3 (NEXT)  ( ( ALWAYS IN THE FUTURE ) (c)) 
/x q (NEXT)  ( (ALWAYS IN THE FUTURE ) ( ~ c) ) ), 
denoted SCHEME, where the formula ROOT is defined in Example 5. 
The nodes satisfying c are intended to be the "future nodes" and the nodes 
satisfying 7 c are intended to be the "past nodes"; i.e., the time is "reversed" in the 
root of the model. Thus, the class of EBTL models which strongly satisfy SCHEME 
"contains" all the schemes. 
Now, for example, EJ?4 is translated into the EBTL state formula 
((c A 7ROOT)  ~ ~(LAST)(~b))/x ( (~c  v ROOT) ~ 3(NEXT)(~b/x -7c)), 
which states that "there exists a path with a node satisfying in the previous tate ~b." 
Indeed, the first conjunct states that if the node is in the "future part" of model 
excluding the root, then "last" is the usual "last," and the second conjunct 
states that if the node is in the "past part" or the root of the model, then "last" is 
converted to "next." 
Similarly, AF(~, say, is translated into the EBTL state formula (e ~ V(EVENTU- 
ALLY)(~b))/x (7  c ~ (V(PREVIOUSLY)(~b) v (ROOT ~ V(EVENTUALLY >(~b))). 
Other temporal operators of POTL are translated into EBTL in a similar 
manner, and, by induction, the translation is extended onto all POTL formulas not 
containing e. The result of the above translation of a formula ~b is denoted by ~b c. 
THEOREM 7. A POTL formula ~ is satisfiable if and only if SCHEME/x ~c is 
strongly satisfiable. 
Proof Assume that ~b is satisfiable. Then there is a POTL model M = (G, a )  
satisfying ~b such that G is a scheme. Let v e Vo be such that v ~ ~b. Consider an 
EBTL model MC= (G~,a~), where Voc= Vo, vat=v, Eoc=Ec, and toc and hoc 
are defined as follows. If to(e ) is accessible from v, then toe(e)= to(e) and hGo(e)= 
ha(e ). Otherwise, toe(e) = ha(e) and hoe(e ) = to(e). Finally, aC(v ') = a(v') u {e}, if v' 
is accessible from v, and a~(v ') = a(v'), otherwise. That is, G ~ results from G by 
reversing the edges lying below v (in the past), and a ~ results from a by extending 
its values at the "future" worlds with c. Obviously, G c is an admissible graph. Since 
G is a scheme, M ~ strongly satisfies SCHEME. Finally, a straightforward induction 
on the complexity of a formula ~O shows that v ~M ~O if and only if v ~MC O c" NOW, 
since v ~M ~b, the "only if" part of the theorem follows from the fact that v is the 
root of G ~. 
Conversely, assume that SCHEME A ~b ~ is strongly satisfiable, and let M= 
<G, a )  be an EBTL model which strongly satisfies SCHEME/x ~b ~. Consider a 
POTL model M-  = <G- ,  a -  ), where Vo- = VG, EG- = Eo, and to- and ha- are 
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defined as follows. If hG(e)~MC, then tG-(e)=tG(e ) and hG-(e)=hG(e ). 
Otherwise, tG-(e)=hG(e) and hG (e)= t~(e). Finally, a (v')=a(v')- {c}. That is, 
G -  results from G by reversing the edges which enter the vertices not satisfying c 
(the worlds lying in the past), and a -  results in deleting c from the values of a. 
A straightforward induction on the complexity of a formula $ shows that v ~M- 
if and only if v ~M ~9 c. Since v~ ~M ~b c, M-  satisfies ~b, which completes the proof. | 
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